
Sometime back I was speaking to a Brahmin in Mylapore, India,
who was a teacher of the Bhagavad Gita. Knowing  that I was a Christian
discussed the similarities between the two faiths with respect to the Gita.
He pointed out the parallels in the  doctrines of Sacrifice, Salvation by
Faith, and Total Surrender to God. However, he quietly went on to say
that the Gita was written several hundred years before the Christian era
and probably even Christ might have read the Gita!

God tells us through His Word to always be prepared to give an
answer to any one who calls you to account for the hope that is in you, yet
do it with gentleness and respect (1 Peter 3:15). Well, the earliest epi-
graphic evidence on languages employed in India comes from the in-
scriptions of Asoka inscribed in 3rd c BC. Asoka took care that his mes-
sages were intelligible to all and he used a particular kind of Prakrit.
Even more remarkable is the fact, which has been recently discovered,
that for those people who at the time lived in Afghanistan, his message
was given in Greek as well as Aramaic. One of the Greek inscriptions is
a translation of the Kalinga Edict, and the Greek in the inscriptions is not
inferior in style to the classical Greek of Greek literature. In such circum-
stances neglect of Sanskrit by Asoka, if the language was in use, would
be contrary to all his practices.

Nirad Chaudhuri in his book on Hinduism points out that ‘the Gita
is written in good classical Sanskrit, and epigraphic evidence clearly shows
that the Gita could not have been written before the 2nd c AD.’ He also
points out that ‘the Hindu religious texts, with the exception of the Vedas
and their ancillary treatises, are all in classical Sanskrit. He says that in
their present form none would be earlier than the 4th c AD.’ The Vedas
seem to be written in what he calls archaic Sanskrit, but, the X mandala
of the Rgveda is written later. It is in the X mandala that we see the divine
and  human aspects of the Prajapati and His sacrifice of himself for us.
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Hence, the absence of Sanskrit in Asoka’s inscriptions indicates
that it did not exist at that time, as otherwise he would have certainly
used it. I pointed this out to my Brahmin friend and concluded that the
doctrines of God coming into the world as a man, He being our Sacri-
fice, Salvation by Faith in Him, and our response of Total Surrender to
God as a living sacrifice are doctrines of Christ, and these have influ-
enced the writer of the Gita.

Several Indian scholars have recently established beyond a
shadow of a doubt the existence of early Indian Christianity from the
days of the first apostles. India had excellent trade relations by sea
with the Roman empire during their time. Saivism first developed as a
monotheistic doctrine and Siva was first called Isa which is the name
for Jesus in the North. The avatar concept (God coming into this world
as a man) in Vaishnavism is the influence of Christianity. Scholars
have pointed out many other similar doctrines such as God indwelling
man, Trinity, etc. Hence the core essence of Hinduism, Saivism and
Vaishnavism, is from Christianity. Today, many use these similarities
to propagate Monism and Reincarnation. Monism teaches that there
is only one reality or thing or substance; everything else is ‘maya’ or
illusion. Hence in Monism, we are God since there is no place for God
and man! Monism and Reincarnation entered the Indian society in the
8th c AD as Advaita and corrupted the theistic faith of the Hindus.

Jesus said, I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life; no man comes
to the Father, but by me. It is appointed unto men once to die, but after
this the judgment. We have one life to choose.
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